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FAO/ECA AFRICAN LIVESTOCK AMD JjJEAT HABKETING CEHTKE
Port Lamy, Chad, 5-22 December, i960

The marketing centre was jointly sponsored by FAO and' the Economic
Commission for Africa and was held at the invitation of tho Government
o± .Chad in Fort Lamy. The Centre was attended by marketing specialists
Irom 17 African countries. Its purpose was to facilitate the exchange
oi information and experience in the improvement of livestock and meat
marketing organization and methods under African conditions, with a view
to promoting bettor utilization of the livestock resources of Africa
and fullor satisfaction of consumption requirements. FAO had engaged
two specialists, an economist with specialised knowledge of livestock
and moat marketing and a veterinarian with a wide experience of the
special conditions prevailing in Africa, to assemble relevant information
on livestock ana meat marketing 1.1 Africa which served as a basis for
discussion at the centre.

The centre was primarily concerned with trade in Africa but also
explored .he feasibility of developing possible outlets in tho ttoar East,
Aoia ana Europe. A special FAO report on 'Livestock and Lloat Marketing
m the Near East and ttorth East Africa' had.been prepared.

Somo_ of the main recommendations made by the Centre dealt with the
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In conjunction with this program of improvement, the Centre
recommonded that the national authorities cooperate with the appropriate

international organizations to gi. o critical consideration to the present
system usual in largo areas of Africa of driving cattle over long distances
along stock routes.. A detailed survey was recommended in West and Central
Africa to determine the part playod by the various typos of traders in
volved, the margins taken and the losses in carcass weight incurred, so
as to assist the authorities concerned In comparing the costs incurred
by this system of marketing with alternative methods whereby meat is
transported from slaughterhouses in the production zone. It was further
recommended that investigations bo made to determine the optimum size of

slaughterhouses in relation to the marketable supplies of livostock and
market outlets accessible to thorn, and that information bo exchanged on
the different forms of management which might be adopted with advantage
■to suit varying social, economic and commercial conditions.

Education of producers and consumers was considered essential if
better quality livostock is to become available and if consumers aro to
bo aware of the various types and supplies of meat economically available
to them. Similarly, education is desirable for those engaged in marketing
on bettor ways of carrying on their profession to the advantage of the
consumers and producers they serve. The Centre recommended that Govern
ments , with the help of PAO and other such organizations, give special

attention to the establishment of improved arrangements to provide such
education and to the establishment of information services to make
available up-to-date information on supplies, requirements and prices.
The importance of consumer preferences was recognised and consumer
resistance in many countries, especially Moslem countries, against
other typos of moat than fresh meat was noted. Obis applies parti
cularly to meat deficit countries in the Hoar East where a large increase
in demand for meat is anticipated and which are potentially important
markets for livestock surplus countries in Africa. It v;as recommended
that governments and appropriate public and private bodies and enterprise
combine resources and undertake surveys and research on tho factors
affecting consumer preferences which could serve as a basis for consumer
education and publicity campaigns to increase the consumption of meat
other than freshly slaughtered.

Lack of capital and credit in many parts of Africa hampers improvement
in marketing of meat and in some areas a chain of indebtedness has resulted,
which tends to widen marketing margins to tho point that producers might
receive far less for their livestock than otherwise would have been ex
pected. The Centre considered that efficient marketing of livostock and
moat is confined very largely to channels which aro often monopolistic
and that tho integration of traditional African traders into modern
marketing channels is an essential objective. It recommended that
initiative be taken in the consuming centres to further the establishment
of distributing enterprises with which distant suppliers could make
satisfactory arrangements and that organisations in the producing countries
might well take tho initiative in finding sources of credit, should the
marketing channels in tho consuming centres lack the credit needed. Such
credits can also bo made available to exporters at tho initiative of the
producing countries with suitable arrangements for supervision. Tho
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development of controlled and adequately inspected cooperatives would

contribute substantially to setting up structures favourable to the

adoption of improved marketing methods and eventually to participation

by producers.
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